The first eco-chic design resort in Brazil

where small details make the difference

onde pequenos detalhes fazem a diferença

The Kenoa – Exclusive Beach Spa & Resort soon became a reference in the world as being a pioneer in the concept of eco-chic
design resort, located only at 30 km south of Maceio in Barra de São Miguel, one of the most paradisiacal places of the northeast
Brazilian coast.
The entire project reflects its own style, which is the result of the collaboration in between the architect Osvaldo Tenorio and the CEO
& Owner, Pedro Marques. The primitive’s forms and natural essences are highlighted by natural colors, textures and scents, creating a
unique identity. The result is a eco-chic design resort that offers an unforgettable experience to the guests.
The Kenoa Resort features 23 accommodation units that varies from 45 to 200 square meters, extending to the guests a personalized
environment and atmosphere, comfortable but yet private. The project also includes, kaamo a restaurant winebar and lounge, in which
the famous and recognized by the most international media publications as NY TIMES, Chef Cesar Santos is consulting and creating the
bespoke gastronomy experience. In kaamo winebar there is a special space where the guests can chose their own wines and simply
relaxing. The kaamo lounge is a multifunction area: during the day it works as an outdoor space as part of the resort by the pool. At
nights it is located in the terrace at 9 mts high, offering a panoramic view and a relaxed and intimate experience.
The Kenoa SPA, offering relaxation treatments, a SPA menu by Caudalie that allow the guests for unique and non repeated massages
experiences.

“Our proposal is unique and one and only in Brazil and follows the current world trends of hotels architecture and design. It meets all
the updated and comfort in terms of decoration and design, at the same time that extend to the guests a sense of intimacy and
privacy. The entire concept was conceived baring in mind the ecological and social responsibility for the world environment. It is with
these thoughts in mind together with the dedicated and carefully selected standards in terms of an authentic guest experience service
that the Kenoa has reached and has consolidated its own position and gained the place as one of the top references in hospitality
experiences in Brazil” - says Pedro Marques, CEO and Founder of Kenoa.
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The ecological and environmental concern is a priority for Kenoa, and all the hardware in terms of solar energy to heat the water, LEDS
in replacement of normal lighting, the reforestation of the primitive forest utilizing the same vegetation species, as well as the use of
local stones in replacement of industrial materials, are all a panoply of features that makes KENOA a unique Resort in South America.
All of this was made in a consistent way, and not forgetting the current needs of comfort and still featuring the latest technology that
ensure to the most well and experience travellers a unique sense of luxury. All rooms and suites / villas are equipped with LCD
televisions, DVD’s with USB connectivity as well as wireless all over the resort, and individual safe boxes.
Kenoa is responsible for initiating a new concept in the hospitality industry of eco-chic design resort in the Brazilian Market; this project
aims to be a private sanctuary of tranquility and balance where all the minor details were thought to extend to the guest an ultimate
and unique relaxation and enjoyable experience. All the staff team is professionally well trained to be able to supply an intimate and
genuine service to all clients. The entire project benefits from a unique and privileged location and a rare landscape that offers all year
round a tropical climate and a pleasant temperature of the sea.
The resort is referenced by prestigious luxury hospitality entities, such as: Small Luxury Hotels of the World, Virtuoso Hotel; Conde
Nast Johansen; Pure Life Experiences; Marrakech; Le Miami; Travel Markt Las Vegas; Kiwi Collection; Visa Collection; XO Private; Nota
Benne; Quintessentially.

“We are extremely proud and it is a great pleasure to raise the flag of the northeast Brazilian region and in particular of the Alagoas
State, for the world, especially in a most demanding market which is the luxury. This is just a start and for sure we have still a way to
run in helping to position the Alagoas in the worldwide tourism map and in a prime position of the luxury and eco-chic destinations
worldwide.” - says Pedro Marques, CEO and Founder of Kenoa.
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